To ye most worshipful and my very good friend Sir Robert Stor at bury giure stiss
Sir Robert, my duty enjoyned unto you with all respect received from you in my absence on my reversion to be paid out if they came not made an end of the loose will in and for the homestead they be not done they shall go in hand one moneth next for I gave them a note to borrow some of the kings offfice and they said none to spare it would be true say next before it be done the inside of the house be done if that workman wills you but would embrace it but the workman will not doe it unless I put my Lord a thousand last but twenty pounds in borrow but I am not rested yet the son and will be xeddy against your coming up for there shall one undertake to waste and make the house and farm leaving you I commit you to God for his help. Dated Agift

Your very assured friend

Edward...